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Winter rain has finally quenched our dry city’s thirst. Coats and
scarves adorn those out watching sport or walking the dog, and,
I do find the chance to light a fire at home rather soothing and
comforting. The cooler weather acts as the reminder to our boys
that examinations and Semester One reports are imminent. All
secondary students are in examinations as I pen these Omnia
thoughts, and reports will be available to all boys from Prep to
Year 12 via the College Portal in the holidays.
I do remember beginning my career having to write my reports
with a fountain pen and the comments space limited to a sentence.
In those distant days, each report was handed teacher to teacher
and had to be written in the staff work room to allow all access at
any time. I remember a young Shore Master dealing with security
because he thought a 2.00am visit to the Common Room would
give him access to all his classes’ reports with no competition from
senior staff. The Boarding Staff, woken as part of the security
response, thought poorly of my nocturnal reporting technique and
enthusiasm.
The point of these dated musings! Reports are important
documents for parents and boys. The detail now available in
contrast to the late seventies means much can be learned from my
colleagues’ comments and, where applicable, the grades issued.
My suggestion is that a report is read by parents and boy together
in the first instance. The positives need to be noted first and the
challenges then identified. It is often a good idea that the report
is read a second or third time a few days later. After the multiple
readings, there should be a written set of goals put together by the
student and signed off, literally or metaphorically, by the parents.
A set of actions to meet those goals then needs to be formulated.
These actions need to be written down and shared between boys
and parents. Reports, in my view, should inform behaviours in the
semester ahead. They are documents worthy of multiple readings,
open discussion and carefully and realistically crafted action plans.
Our second term has seen the now regular season of plays and
performances. Hamlet was performed with panache by the two
Theatre Studies classes, each taking an independent interpretation
of an Act. Our Years 7–9 musical saw talent aplenty in Vaucluse
Hall at Waterford for the production of High School Musical Jr in
collaboration with Loreto Toorak. Sweet Charity was our senior
musical for this term in where we partnered with St Catherine’s.
There are three productions in rehearsal for Term III – Music Man,
Twelfth Night, Squad Room. Musically, there have been trips,
camps and a remarkable program of sophistication and skill at the
Foundation Soiree. Large numbers of debaters are well into their
DAV series and public speaking events have commenced in earnest.
On the winter sporting fields, our senior sides are enjoying their
share of victories with the final rounds in Term III to determine
whether any silverware comes our way in 2016. What is exciting
me is the great depth of our sporting offers and the quality
coaching and pastoral care that occurs at training and fixtures.
Some statistics from our Deputy Headmaster’s report to a recent
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College Board meeting will illustrate my pride in what we are
offering is not without foundation. This winter we are offering
in the secondary years: seven sports with 1,516 participants in
96 teams coached by 132 men and women. In football, we have
seven Open teams, and football has the largest participation with
507 lads playing Australian Rules. There are 372 Soccer stars, 274
Basketballers shooting hoops, 129 potential Wallabies in Rugby,
123 carrying Hockey sticks, 56 Cross Country warriors and 24
Table Tennis experts.
Works continue on the Tooronga Sporting Fields and we look
with excitement to using them in 2017. The Plaza, which will
link the Smith and McCarthy Buildings, is now underway with a
completion date just prior to the VCE examinations. Final permits
should see the Chapel refurbishment and extension commence
before the end of the year.
Among a range of community events, the Annual Art Show was a
highlight once again. The skill, time and energy required to mount
this acclaimed cultural celebration is massive. Those of us close
enough to the process, know that the quality of the Art Show is
built upon a very generous team, whose leaders this year were:
Mrs Eleonora Sinni as President and Convenor, and Mrs Monique
Harpur as Artist’s Secretary. Opening night is an evening out the
entire Russell family look forward to each year.
Across the longer mid-year break, we have our Cricketers off to the
United Kingdom under the care of Messrs Foster, Dunn and Taylor,
our Japanese linguists fly to the land of the rising sun accompanied
by Mr Arai, Ms Berry and Mrs Ryan, and our musicians head
for the first European Music Tour performing in Venice, Salzburg,
Vienna and Prague under the tutelage of Mr Harris and Drs
Barclay, Mathers and McGee.
While our Year 12 and VCE 3/4 students will need to work across
some of the break in the College-directed program of Mr Jones, I
wish all a restful, mid-year vacation. Let us celebrate that we can
determine our national government in a free and peaceful manner
and recognize the strength of a political democracy that gives us
voting rights and, consequently, human dignity.
Let me conclude with ‘A Prayer for Courage, Wisdom, Faith and
Love’.
Lord, grant us
Courage to do right
when doing wrong or nothing at all would be easier.
Wisdom to say the right thing at the right time
because words have the power to help or to hurt.
Faith in the goodness of humankind
because living in doubt and fear is not living as You
meant it to be.
And, most important, Love.
The kind that gives without demanding,
supports, without holding too tightly,
and understands that we are, all of us, imperfect.

Live justly, love tenderly, walk humbly with God

On May 3 the whole school came together to celebrate Mass
for the commemoration of the feast day of our founder, Blessed
Edmund Rice. The sacred space was set and with the appropriate
reverence for the occasion. The Wilding Centre filled with
boys from Prep to Year 12, echoing the early, full, unadorned
classrooms in which Edmund and the Brothers started to teach.
A number of Year 5 boys commenced our celebration with
reflections on each of our four Touchstones, linking Edmund
Rice’s vision with that of the continuing work of the Christian
Brothers internationally and ourselves, here at St Kevin’s. Our
celebrant was Fr Dean Mathieson, a Capuchin priest from St
Peter and Paul’s parish in South Melbourne, where the senior

McCarthy boys assist with the parish’s food van as part of their
House community service. Fr Mathieson engaged the boys with
this connection and with his reflections on Edmund Rice’s life and
works. He reflected on space created and how it is the sacrifice of
the Mass which makes this occasion special. We heard in the first
reading, from Micah, these powerful words: “What is good has
been explained to you my people. This is what the Lord asks of
you, only this: to live justly, to love tenderly and to walk humbly
with your God”. The liturgical celebration was greatly enhanced
by the beautiful singing and music, thanks to Drs Barclay and
McGee, Messrs Harris and Campbell, Mrs Friend, the cantors and
choir and their wonderful contributions.

A new view of Prep life
Earlier in the year, the Preparatory boys
were invited to visit the Headmaster,
Mr Russell, in his office at Heyington.
They were very excited walking from one
campus to the other and showed great
respect for the occasion when entering the
McCarthy Building.
Mr Russell met them in the foyer and took
the boys into his office where he asked
them to sit on the floor. They were happy
to oblige but struggled to drag themselves
away from the enormous windows with
the amazing views. They loved looking out
over the Yarra River, watching the bike
track and the cars on the freeway. It makes
one wonder just how much work gets
done in that office where there is always
something happening out the window.

Thankfully the Prep classrooms aren’t
treated to such a magnificent view – as
productivity levels would surely suffer
enormously!
The boys learnt about Mr Russell’s family
from the photos in his room and enjoyed
telling him about their own siblings. They
were then escorted into the Board Room,
another room with a wonderful view, but
this time the boys were distracted by 22
Holy Cards and Hot Wheels cars sitting on
the Board Room table. These were a gift
from Mr Russell and both were treasured
by the Preps.
It was a lovely visit and now when the
Preps are over at Heyington, the boys look
for the Headmaster and greet him with
delight.

Middle School Science Conference
This year’s Middle School Science Conference explored the theme
“Drones, Droids and Robots”. Over 100 of the best Years 7 and 8
Science Talent Search projects were on display for parents, staff and
students to enjoy. It was wonderful to see so many adults, including
our Headmaster and the College Leadership Team, ‘getting into’
the science!
The boys are given a variety of project styles to cater for their
individual talents or interests. This approach enables boys to
learn by building, inventing, researching, imagining, innovating or
creating. In this way, every boy has a chance to shine in some way
that capitalises on his own individual learning style. The project

design briefs included models, videos, experiments, posters, games
and photography options.
The resulting range of projects was once again extraordinary.
For example, there was a working robotic puppet running from
an Arduino board, model aerofoils demonstrating lift, a fully
remote-controlled plane built from scratch, an investigation that
explored whether goldfish can be classically conditioned, hydraulic
elevators, designs for space ships of the future, a mechanical hand
demonstrating the way human muscles move our fingers and bionic
prosthetics! Over 300 boys and their parents came to view the
projects!

Work Product Design and Construct Program 2016
Following a very successful 2015 pilot program, 23 Year 10
Science students formed the four Design Engineering Teams for
the 2016 ES@W Product Design and Construct competition.
These teams were given one of four design briefs based on real
engineering projects from Engineering firm Norman, Disney and
Young. The projects included designing a Retail Centre, a Train
Station, a Hotel Complex or a Multi-Sports and Aquatic Centre.

the value of robust disagreement and the pressure of meeting
company deadlines. The program was further enhanced by regular
teleconferencing sessions between NDY engineers in their office
and SKC using the AGORA teleconferencing capabilities. Special
thanks to NDY Director, Mr Peter Koulos, and his team of
engineers for their guidance and support of the program, as well as
to facilitator Akorn Education.

Each team meet on a fortnightly basis with Mentor Engineer,
Mr Adam Oldmeadow, who helped guide the boys through the
program ensuring they met fortnightly design deadlines that had
to be posted electronically to NDY Head Office. These designs
were also scrutinized by specialist engineers from NDY who would
offer the boys regular critical and encouraging feedback and also
opened the boy’s minds to the incredible diversity of engineering
departments that work side by side within the company.

I like this program because it exposes our boys to the many
different types of Engineering Careers that are out there and it
does this in a very authentic and hands-on project based way.
Adam Bylsma (Faculty Head of Science).

The boys had to nominate their own environmental, fire,
structural, electrical and mechanical engineers from within their
teams. The program also required the boys to learn teamwork,

The ES@W program allowed me to expand my horizons in my
knowledge of science and understanding of engineering. The
program enhanced my time management skills and enabled me to
broaden my career options as I now know exactly what to expect
if I were to pursue a path in the engineering industry.
Evan Tomaras (Year 10 participant)

The Conference was once again generously supported by
Monash University Department of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering. They provided a key feature of the Conference
where St Kevin’s students can talk and share their ideas with
older university students who are studying Engineering and
Science courses. It’s an authentic way of highlighting to our boys
that the project work they complete at school is a great stepping
stone towards the kind of project work they will build in future
university degrees.
Although it’s a lot of work for science staff and technicians,
I love the frenetic level of energy and the science ‘vibe’ this
afternoon creates for the boys. It’s wonderful seeing boys

genuinely excited about their projects and wanting to share them
with others. Adam Bylsma (Faculty Head of Science)
STS has been really eye opening for me. The competition has
shown me that the future of science is amazing! Thomas Duncan
Year 8.
It was an amazing opportunity to have my project on the human
hand on display and it taught me how intricate our hands really
are and how its really mechanical when you use it! Marvan
Adams Year 8.

US Science Tour 2016
On Easter Sunday morning, 24 boys from Years 10 and 11 set out historic Apollo 11 mission. After 16-days abroad, the group left
from Melbourne Airport on the St Kevin’s Inaugural Science Tour Washington DC bound for home, full of stories from a memorable
trip.
to the United States. Led by teachers, Mr Chris Dunn, Mr Adam
Bylsma and Ms Charlotte Banks, the group landed at Huntsville,
Alabama. where they were involved in an intensive 5-day
‘Advanced Space Academy’ Program at the NASA-sponsored US
Space and Rocket Center. Throughout the week, the boys were
taken through a very practically-based course, which educated
them about: the history of space travel since the mid-20th century;
spacecraft engineering design and the physics behind space travel
and its current limitations. The boys undertook several scenariobased missions, and in one exercise, they enjoyed the experience
of weightlessness through scuba-diving in a custom-built diving
tank, which astronauts use to mimic the conditions of space.
Following Space Camp graduation, the group flew to Orlando,
Florida, where the main focus was the two days at the Kennedy
Space Center. Here they had the opportunity to meet astronaut,
Edward Gibson, from the Skylab 4 mission. They also toured
the launch pads and peripheral facilities of the space center and
had an up close experience with the Space Shuttle, Atlantis, and
a fully-fledged, Saturn V rocket (an exact replica of the rocket,
which took man to the Moon and returned him safely to the
Earth).
In New York, the boys toured the world-renowned, American
Museum of Natural History and Intrepid Sea, Air and Space
Museum. Stops at the Empire State Building, Times Square,
the 9/11 Memorial and Statue of Liberty, combined with a fine
night’s entertainment of basketball at Madison Square Garden,
rounded off a very busy few days. The final stop was Washington
DC where the boys experienced two of the greatest museums
in the world: The Smithsonian American History Museum and
the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. The latter
containing artefacts like: the original Wright brother’s plane; The
Spirit of St Louis., and the Columbia landing module from the
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energy and showed that the young prince’s inner anxieties
weighed on him constantly. Robert Roscioli was a commanding
presence as Hamlet’s uncle, King Claudius. Act two featured the
For their biennial musical, St Catherine’s presented the Broadway action of sword fighting and the dramatic, deadly climax to the
classic Sweet Charity. Telling the story of lovable survivor, Charity play. William Jirik took over the role of Hamlet, showing the
Hope Valentine, the show featured well known songs “Hey, Big
character as a mature, focused young man.
Spender,” “If My Friends Could See Me Now” and “Rhythm of
A large cast of Years 7-9 students from St Kevin’s and Loreto
Life.” The large cast was outfitted in groovy 1960s clothing, and
were very well drilled in choreography. The production featured a joined forces to present the upbeat show High School Musical Jr.
Based on the hit Disney movie, the abridged musical included the
terrific 27-piece band on stage.
best of the catchy songs from the movie with an abridged version
Samuel McCabe won audience hearts as Charity’s nervy
of the story.
boyfriend, Oscar. Nursing a knee injury, Charles Staindl exuded
the charismatic power of Big Daddy even though he had to remain The scenario was easy for the students to create on stage, as all
the characters in the story are clearly identifiable from school life.
seated in a wheelchair. Antony Sinni again exhibited his comic
The groups of characters included jocks, brainiacs, thespians,
flair as Charity’s irritable boss, Herman. Phillip Borg exuded
cheerleaders and rebels, all recognisable on stage from their
charm as romantic European film star, Vittorio Vidal.
distinct variations of the school colours of black, white and red.
The two VCE Theatre Studies classes joined forces to present
Thomas Gilbert led the cast as star basketball player turned
Shakespeare’s immortal classic Hamlet. A requirement of this
musical performer, Troy Bolton. Oliver Palamara showed his flair
production is that students contribute all the creative elements.
for dance as Ryan, brother to the conceited drama star, Sharpay.
The stage setting was a bold black, white and grey design, with
James Appleyard sang particularly well in the role of Troy’s
atmospheric music and lighting enhancing the drama.
friend, Zeke. Cameron Stefanec was a strong, mature presence as
The roles were shared, with one class assigned to each of the two Troy’s father, Coach Bolton.
acts. In act one, Luke Macaronas brought out Hamlet’s youthful
This term’s Productions included a pair of toe-tapping musical
shows along with a Shakespearean tragedy.
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ST KEVIN’S OLD COLLEGIANS’ ASSOCIATION

Old Kevinian Fellowship
The Old Collegians Association is proud
to announce the inaugural recipient of an
Old Kevinian Fellowship is Eric Boesten
(‘13).

1986
30th Anniversary Dinner
Saturday October 15th
Contact the office with updated email
and mobile details to receive the details
when they are finalised. Jon Bare and his
committee will be with you shortly.

1991
Given the success of the last reunion,
please mark in your diary:
Prince Alfred on Church Street,
Richmond.
Saturday 16th July from 2pm

The aim of the SKOCA Old Kevinian
Fellowship is to provide St Kevin’s
Old Collegians with the support and
encouragement to undertake travel, study
and/or a project which provides a unique
opportunity for self-development and
discovery that goes beyond the benefits
offered by a higher education.
Furthermore, it is hoped that Fellows will
become ambassadors within the wider
College community and in particular role
models to students by participating in the
College’s emerging leadership, speaker and
similar programs within the College upon
completion of their Fellowship year.
Eric will travel to the USA for an
immersion program at the ‘Jazz in New
York’ seminar hosted by the University of
New York. This prestigious program will
be attended by many of the world’s greats
as they act as mentors for developing
players of Jazz.

Reunions

Go to facebook event https://
www.facebook.com/
events/1401902186777933/ for this
function – click on FRIEND for Marcus
Olive
Marcus Olive (m: 0434 866 297)

1996
Following on from the huge success of the
1996 class attending the SKOCA Annual
Dinner, Nick Sier and Matt Bordignon
are organising a reunion event later in the
year. The class of 1996 will hold a reunion
at a location to be confirmed (Melb CBD)
on Saturday 15 October 2016.
Please go to the ‘SKC1996’ Facebook page
or email Email: skobs1996@gmail.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/skobs1996/
for further details.

Honorary Life Membership
St Kevin’s Old Collegians Association is
delighted to announce that Justin Rinaldi
was awarded Honorary Life Membership
of the St Kevin’s Old Collegians
Association at the SKOCA Annual Dinner
on 3 June 2016.
On the track, Justin has been a multiple
State Champion and one-time National
Champion at 800m, famously and
proudly wearing the SKAAC singlet to
victory during the 2006 Victorian State
Championships held at the MCG. Justin
was amongst Victoria’s best championship
performers over a 10 year period from the
mid-1990s to the mid-2000s.
Justin also served on the SKAAC
Committee during the 2002/2003 season.
However, over the last six years Justin
has gained national and international
exposure, as coach and mentor to current
joint Australian 800m record holder and
Old Collegian Alex Rowe (‘10). The time,
effort and financial sacrifice personally
taken by Justin to guide Alex has been
incredible and culminated in the amazing
run by Alex in Monaco in 2014 in
equalling the Australian 800m record at
1:44.40.
Nearly everyone in the Australian
Athletics community acknowledges Justin
as St Kevin’s “through and through”.

2006
Adam Fenech will be running an event
later in the year (probably October)
for 2006 Kevinians. Please update your
contact details so the information can be
accurately sent out

1956
Warner Moony is busily setting up an
event and looks forward to seeing all 1956
Kevinains on a night yet to be determined.
Please contact 1956 Kevinians to ensure
they send us their contact details.

1976
Class of 1976 – 40 Year Reunion
Friday 21 October 2016
Elgin Inn Hotel
75 Burwood Rd, Hawthorn
From 6.30pm
Tickets cost $45.00 and include finger
food, and a bar tab.
Please book your tickets now at http://
www.trybooking.com/KMKS

Justin Rinaldi (Honorary Old Collegian)
[left] receives his membership from SKOCA
President Nick Di Pietrantonio (‘92)

Latest Sightings
Jordan O’Connell (‘09) is now a Second
Officer of Cathay Pacific, flying Airbus
A330, based in
Hong Kong.
Conor Walsh (‘12)
Conor Walsh
has been named
joint winner of
the inaugural Black Caviar Scholarship
for prospective racing journalists. The
scholarship sees Conor being mentored
by senior journalists during placements at
‘The Age’, ‘Herald Sun’, ‘Winning Post’

and online racing news organisation G1X.
Conor is studying for a Bachelor of Media
and Communications (Sport Journalism)
at La Trobe University after completing
a Diploma of Horse Breeding (Stud
Management) at Melbourne Polytechnic.
Bishop Terry Curtin DD,
(‘63) Auxiliary Bishop for
the Northern Region of the
Archdiocese of Melbourne,
has been appointed Chair
of the Catholic Education
Commission of Victoria (CECV).

old-collegians@stkevins.vic.edu.au

Archives

Old Collegians Dinner

Recently we received a
lovely letter from Mrs
Fisher whose husband
Kevin Charles Fisher
(‘39) kept his school cap
all his life. Kevin passed
away some time ago
and she has donated the
cap to us saying how
pleased she is that Kevin’s cap will have a
permanent home at the College.

The Annual Dinner was held on Friday
3 June at Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club.
A wonderful night where we saw large
groups from 1983, 1996 but also the
decade years of 1976 and 1986 as well.

Peter Hede (‘82) whose uncle Ian
McKenzie (‘50) had many copies of
the Annual and also the Kevinian kept
safe all these years. The copies of the
Kevinian have proved an excellent
source of information as it was produced
regularly through the academic year and
could record many items of immediate
information. This has proved to be a ‘gold
mine’ to the College historians. Peter has
donated the items on behalf of the family
and we thank him very much.

Guest of Honour was Senator Scott Ryan
(‘90) who, having accepted the invitation
well before the election had even been
mooted, found himself taking a much
deserved break from the campaign to come
‘home’ and be among Kevinians. Senator
Ryan dedicated his speech to his family
who gave him so much, which also led
to an unexpected opportunity to attend
St Kevin’s, the benefits of a St Kevin’s
education and how all that occurred at a
time that Australia changed in the last half
of the 20th century.
We were fortunate that eight of our
kindred schools were represented on the
night and several awards were presented
as well. The move to the larger room was
beneficial and we look forward to filling it
again in 2017.

On Saturday 28th May 2016, SKAAC
hosted a dinner attended by over 60
people, to acknowledge the remarkable
achievement that St Kevin’s has produced
five National Open 800m Champions.
In attendance on the night were John
Higham (‘69 - Champion 1977, 78, 79),
Peter Bourke (‘76 - Champion 1980, 82,
84), Simon Lewin (‘89 - Champion 1993),
Alex Rowe (‘10 - Champion 2013). Luke
Mathews (‘13 - Champion 2016) was
overseas preparing for the Rio Olympic
Games where he has qualified for both the
800m and 1500m events.
In the 800m St Kevin’s have the Australian
record holder, as well as the fastest 800m
time run by an Australian on Australian
soil, as well as the only athlete to win the
400 and 800 national title in the same
year. St Kevin’s is the second fastest 800m
school in the world (behind St Patrick’s,
Kenya).

It was wonderful to see Bob Steward (‘51)
at the College at the Golden Jubilarians
assembly. He has donated his blazer, tie
and scarf from his time at St Kevin’s. His
blazer is an excellent example of the sports
blazer of the time and the honours of First
XI, First XVIII and of athletics depicted.
The knitted scarf is a rare uniform
piece and the scarf was part of official
uniform of the day. We thank Bob for his
generosity.
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To help us celebrate the moment in Rio,
we invite all St Kevin’s sport followers
to join us on a walk-up basis at the
Glenferrie Hotel on Friday 12th August
from 7.30pm to watch Luke Mathews
(first SKC Track Olympian) and
potentially also Alex Rowe.
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VALETE
BUCKLEY, John Maurice (‘50)
28/9/2015
Many thanks to the Russo family who
have donated several copies of the Annuals
from the 1960s and 70s.

800m National Champions

DOBLE. Anthony Frederick (‘78)
11/4/2016
GOUGH, Daniel Lael (‘98)
5/5/2016

If you wish to keep informed about the
exciting events and performances of St
Kevin’s athletes and the club you can
follow all the latest news on our new
website www.skaac.com

Indigenous Art in the Chapel
The new indigenous art works in the Chapel of St Kevin are
paintings about life and death and, more important than that,
they are also about life after death, resurrection and the life of the
spirit. These paintings are a profound declarations of faith. They
are visual documents of great power and resonance telling us much
about the artists themselves, their faith and their beliefs.

waterhole. Thus the land is filled with the spirits of dead ancestors
and becomes sacred.

The left panel of the painting depicts a ceremonial pole of a
waterlily made with feathers that the leader would carry. The
middle panel depicts the funeral ceremony with Yolngu playing
wooden music sticks (bilma) and didgeridu (yidaki) and dancing
until the bones are ready to go into the hollow log coffin (dupan).
God gave his only
The panel on the right represents two traditional paperbark
begotten son
shelters where the Yolngu would sleep and have fire. They have big
Audrey McCormack holes in the top so the smoke can escape. The frame is made from
is a senior
young green trees bent and then the stringy bark from the Gaipal
Tangentyere
tree covers the frame to create a shelter.
woman living in
Land and Spirits, 2005
a town camp near
Alice Springs in
Linda Syddick was born about 1937 in the Gibson Desert near
the Northern Territory. The title of her painting is a paraphrase
Lake MacKay. The primary
of some lines found in John’s Gospel. The ‘U’ shapes seen on the
inspiration for her paintings
left and right hand side of the painting denote a person, possibly
is the interconnectedness of
sitting, as this is the shape left by the body in the sand.
Christian and Aboriginal
mythology. Central to her
Ganalbingu Ceremony Story, 2006
work is the notion that spirit
Charlie
beings dwell in the sky, come
Djurritjini’s
to earth and interact with
painting is a
human beings, then return to
depiction of
their celestial home.
a Ganalbingu
In Land and Spirits Linda has depicted her country in the sand
mortuary story.
painting style used for thousands of years to pass on Dreaming
It tells a story
stories and the spirit figures are painted as seen on ancient rock
about the funeral
paintings in Central Australia. The spirit figures are part of
of an old man
the landscape; they are always there waiting to be seen. The
and a young girl. Similar to the story of the death of Jesus, the
background lines represent the land but also indicate the emotion
Ganalbingu Ceremony Story sees the dead bodies put into hollow
and excitement which accompanies the sighting of Aboriginal
logs and left for some time. We believe that Jesus rose from the
spirits.
dead. The Ganalbingu people also believe in the resurrection
of the dead when the spirit leaves the body to reside in a sacred

St Kevin’s Art Show

World class experiences in Music

The musicians of St Kevin’s have had a busy start to the year.
Over 130 instrumentalists from Years 7-9 participated in a
rehearsal camp at Rutherford Park, near Daylesford late in
Term I before returning to school and performing a concert
for students in Years 7 and 8. Comprising two concert bands
and two string ensembles, this large group created a logistical
challenge with two trucks of equipment travelling with the
three buses. The intensive period of rehearsals was equivalent

to a whole term of extra rehearsals, so the experience was very
worthwhile.
Open Day saw 22 ensembles perform across four venues,
including in the main studio of the Victor McMahon Music
Centre, the new home of music at St Kevin’s. The wonderful
acoustics in the ensemble rehearsal studio have enabled our
ensembles to reach even higher standards in our performances.
Four big bands travelled to Mt Gambier early in May to
participate in the National Stage Band Championships at the
annual Generations in Jazz festival. All of the bands performed
well on this national stage, with every ensemble being placed
in the top third of their respective divisions, our best results to
date. In addition, three students were named in their division’s
Superband, a concept which draws together the best players
from each band. Congratulations to Music Captain Samuel
Beagley (Yr 12), Ronan Anderson-Cleary (Yr 10) and Jack
O’Brien (Yr 8).
Preparations for the College’s first international music tour are
well under way, with a group of twenty-six students preparing
a mixed program of choral and instrumental music, including
a piece written especially for the wind and brass players by
Melbourne composer Lachlan Davidson. The group will visit
Venice before performing in Salzburg, Vienna and Prague, with
the focus being participation in Europe’s leading youth music
festival, ‘Summa Cum Laude’ in Vienna. An exciting time for
all!

Francis (Frank) Field (1904–1985)

Francis (Frank) Field (23/12/1904 4/6/1985), attended St Kevin’s Central
College in East Melbourne in 1922
as recognition for his extraordinary
academic potential. He rewarded his
loving parents, the Presentation Sisters
(Dandenong) and the Brothers with
exceptional grades and was selected
as College Captain. After winning an
Archbishop Mannix Scholarship, and a
Government Scholarship, he entered the
University of Melbourne.
Francis Field was conferred with a
Bachelor of Arts with Honours in1926; Bachelor of Laws and
Masters of Arts in 1928, also winning the Donovan Bursary to
Newman College and gaining a Tennis Blue; and was admitted to
practice on 1 May 1929. Frank went into practice in Dandenong
and had a lifelong commitment to regularly working pro bono for
all those who needed his legal assistance. He saw it as his passion
and duty to give to the community he loved, and the community
that had offered him such magnificent opportunities.
In June 1934, he married Aileen Mary. They had five children Pamela, Patricia, Elizabeth, Maryrose and Francis John - all still
alive and well. The family was an integral part of the Dandenong
Catholic community, often being part of church and community
programs to assist the less fortunate. His father, William John
Field, an accountant, was the Post Master, a Commonwealth
Electoral Officer, a Justice of the Peace, who sat on the bench of
the Dandenong Court of Petty Sessions, and a Probation Officer.
He also organised the St Patrick’s Day March, the Concert in the
Dandenong Town Hall and the St Patrick’s Day Sports Meeting.
Frank’s mother Kate, was a brilliant pianist and singer who for
decades conducted the Choir and played the organ in St Mary’s
Church.
After he moved the practice to the city in 1934, Frank won
the Victorian Legislative Assembly seat of Dandenong for the
Australian Labor Party in 1937; he won the seat again in 1940,
1943 and 1945. On 13 April 1942, he enlisted in the Royal
Australian Air Force. Frank was commissioned within a month,
and was stationed to control units of the Voluntary Air Observers
Corps. In November 1943, he was transferred to the RAAF
Reserve. However, during John Cain’s short-lived government
(14 -18 September 1943), Frank Field was Minister of Public
Instruction and a Vice-President of the Board of Land and Works.
When Cain formed another minority government in 1945, Frank
resumed the portfolio of Public Instruction.
Australian society was reeling after the war; it needed workers
to develop the burgeoning country and an education system that
supported this for all industry and professions.
Frank was an innovative and productive minister. He launched
a recruitment campaign for teachers, raised the school-leaving
age and abolished secondary and technical school fees. He also
established a teachers’ tribunal to regulate wages and, in 1946,
launched the State Film Centre to promote the use of documentary
and educational film in schools. One of his notable legacies
was to create the Council of Adult Education in 1946. During
World War II, he was also a member of the Board of Business
Administration, established to advise on defence expenditure. He
and others planned a second University for Victoria, resulting in
the establishment of Monash University.

The Labor Party was on a pathway to splitting as the Catholics in
the party stuck by their beliefs in social justice for all. Frank was
neither part of the right-wing Catholic faction or the John Wren
group, and in an effort to go forward, middle-ground John Cain
ensured Frank was Deputy Leader and thus Deputy Premier from
November 1945 in the John Cain government. However, Frank
was a man of his principles, and this led to supporting factions
which clashed with his beliefs. He challenged Wren’s interests
by supporting the creation of an independent control board to
replace the Victorian Racing and Trotting Association. Equally, he
had no sympathy for the Catholic Social Studies Movement or the
ALP Industrial Groups. When the government was forced to an
election in October 1947, both Movement-aligned Catholics and
the Wren faction worked against him and he lost his seat.
Frank’s political and community service simply moved from
being within parliament and went on regardless in the general
community. He returned to the law, and was a member (1954 -72)
of the Victorian Licensing Court (Liquor Control Commission
after 1968) and the Liquor Reduction Board (1954-68). In 1957,
he worked on a reconciliation between the ALP and the separated
Democratic Labor Party by convening a meeting between
John Cain and Frank McManus. However, Cain’s death ended
negotiations.
Frank always remembered his roots in the Dandenong area,
believed in community groups in sports, church, the environment
and social justice. He remained active in many organisations,
including the management committees of Churchill National Park
and the Dandenong and District Hospital, trustee of the Royal
Australian Air Force Welfare Fund, member Melbourne University
Council. Frank was Vice-President of the Dandenong Football
Club and a regular player at the Kingswood Golf Club.
Francis Field died on 4 June 1985 at Sandringham and with an
Honour befitting his service to the State of Victoria, he was given
a State Funeral.
The Field name has been threaded through St Kevin’s history
for decades as you will find the Field surname on academic and
sporting records in the Annuals over generations and perhaps will
again well into future history.

Reconciliation and commitment

Sacrament of Confirmation

Sacrament of Reconciliation

When students come to Waterford, they embark on an exciting
journey of growth and development. It is in this period of
deeper inner reflection that they often ask themselves the most
significant questions in life: Who are we? and What do we stand
for? Frequently these questions come from a strong desire to
better understand where they belong. When the Sacramental
Program was offered this year, 22 students took an important
step to become committed, adult members of the Catholic
Church in an ever-evolving and sometimes challenging world.
Archbishop Denis Hart celebrated the ceremony at St Ignatius,
Richmond.

Term Two at Glendalough saw students prepare themselves
wholeheartedly for the Sacrament of Reconciliation by exploring
and identifying the four stages of reconciliation and providing
links to the Gospel, through the stories of Zacchaeus and the
Prodigal Son.

The preparatory program ran over the last six weeks of
Term One and instruction was given about the Sacrament of
Confirmation and the significance of the Holy Spirit in each
student’s own faith journey. Many articulated their thoughts and
feelings about why they felt so well connected to the St Kevin’s
College community, and the Catholic identity was a common
theme. The motto of Waterford, ‘Luceat Lux Vestra’, translates
to ‘Let your Light Shine’ and reminds the students that they are
the custodians of their own light. In common language, this
means they are the custodians of their own talents and gifts. The
Holy Spirit will guide and encourage them with making good
choices, which develop the strength of their own individual
character.

As part of their preparations, the students participated in a
Parent/Son workshop. During the workshop, the students
explored with their parents the different images we have of God
and how we describe God. They also had the opportunity to
share with their parents times when they may have made a poor
choice and reflected on how they reconciled with their family.
The students were also involved in a Reconciliation Reflection
afternoon at Heyington where they spent time as a group
reflecting and preparing further for this Sacrament.
On the evening of Thursday 2nd June, 45 students made
their Sacrament of First Reconciliation at St Ignatius Church,
Richmond. As a community of Catholics, we treasure the
Sacrament of Reconciliation as it highlights the importance
of forgiveness and healing.  Our hope is that this special
sacrament presented our students with the experience of peace,
acceptance, forgiveness and freedom from the times they have
made poor choices.

St Kevin’s Foundation Dinner
St Kevin’s College Foundation Annual Dinner was
held at The Australian Club. A wonderful group
from the broad St Kevin’s family gathered to a
maximum capacity of 250 attending - the largest
Annual Dinner ever.
Guest of Honour was Shaun Micallef, lawyer,
author, TV personality, comedian and father of
Joseph (‘15), Gabriel (Yr 10) and Elias (Yr 8).
Shaun’s comedic speech laced with insight into
education and specifically a St Kevins education
was well received.
All reports were that everyone had a wonderful
time in support of the works of the Foundation to
provide a St Kevin’s education to those who would
not normally be able to access it. Donations and
access to membership of the Foundation can be
found at: http://stkevins.vic.edu.au/community/
foundation.htm
The next Foundation event for the whole
SKC community is the Business Breakfast on
Wednesday 10 August at the RACV Club.

VCE Premier’s Awards
Now in its 22nd year, the VCE Premier’s Awards for 2016 were
presented on Thursday 28 April at the Palladium at Crown.
Twenty six students were recognised as Top All-Round VCE High
Achievers for having achieved Study Scores of 46 or higher in at
least five of their VCE Studies.
This year, 2015 St Kevin’s students, Isaac Leeson and James
Walker, were both recipients of the Top All-Round VCE High
Achievers award. Our co-Duces from last year, both Isaac
and James attained perfect 99.95 ATARs and are now happily
ensconced in their university studies.
It is wonderful to catch up with both these Old Collegians each
week of the academic year, as they are now part of our AfterSchool Study Program, where they assist current students from
Years 7 to 12 with their studies in the Library and Albert Street
Study Centre.

Victoria’s celebrated tradition of recognising the state’s highest
achieving students is certainly one of the most significant academic
ventures of the year.

Sporting competition and achievement
St Patrick’s Sports Exchange

was the victorious House in the Cross
Country Championship to win the Senior
In 1918, the foundation year of St Kevin’s
(10/11/12), Junior (7/8/9) and Overall
College, the school met St Patrick’s College, (7 to 12) sections of the race. Individual
Ballarat, in two games of football - one
Champions were :here in Melbourne on the Brunswick
Year 7 : Luca Di Conza
Street Oval in Fitzroy, and the other in
Ballarat. These two games marked the first
Year 8 : Thomas Scroggie
sporting contests for St Kevin’s and the
commencement of a long standing tradition Year 9 : Joshua Collins
that continues 98 years later. Once, the
exchange involved only football teams but Year 10 : Harrison Lee
since 2002, Soccer, Basketball, Hockey,
Year 11 : Benjamin Tipper
Rugby and Cross Country have been added
to the program to make the day truly
Year 12 : Riley Bolton
representative of the breadth of sporting
offerings of the two schools.
Winter Sport
Since our entry into the APS in 1958, the
exchange has consisted of one fixture per
year hosted alternatively by each school.
This year it was St Kevin’s turn to host the
matches. We were blessed with a beautiful
April Day to play our games. St Patrick’s
won the Soccer 5 to 1, the Basketball 53
to 49, and the Cross Country Relay along
The Boulevard 85:51 to 87:59. It was only
SKC’s second ever loss in the Soccer. St
Kevin’s were victorious in the Hockey 12 to
3, Rugby 19 to 5, and the Football 9-6-60
to 6-18-54. The Rugby was a tight contest
between the two 2015 VSRU Grand
Finalists. The Football game was similarly
a torrid encounter with SKC just holding
on in a low scoring game to win back the
W J Wilding Cup for the first time since
2012. This was the 122nd football match
between St Kevin’s and St Patrick’s with the
results in SPC’s favour 42 to 80.

As the term draws to a close and with
three rounds remaining in Term Three, our
Firsts sports teams are positioned in their
competitions as follows:Our First XV Rugby team sits undefeated
on top of the VSRU table with an
undefeated record.
The First XVIII Football is in equal second
place on the ladder with five wins and two
losses. The two losses were to Caulfield
Grammar and Xavier College. This was
our first loss to Xavier in seven years.
The team has had some outstanding wins
against Geelong College (123 points),
Scotch College (69 points), Haileybury (90
points), and Carey Grammar (66 points).

Cross Country remains a strong sport at
SKC. The team lost their opening APS
race to Xavier but have had two excellent
wins since. They are equal second on the
House Sport
APS ladder. They have been runner-up to
Marcellin College in the Athletics Victoria
During Term Two, the House Cross
Schools Championship events in Road
Country and Rowing Championships were Relays and Cross Country Relays. Captain
conducted. In both competitions, the 2015 Riley Bolton has been the standout SKC
victors were able to retain their titles. In the runner in the Senior APS races while Year 7
rowing, Kenny was too good for Kearney
student, Luca Di Conza, has won all three
in the final to win by ¾ length. Kearney

APS Junior/Intermediate races held to date.
The First XI Soccer team has had a difficult
season with a win against Wesley to start
the season but have lost all games since to
be ninth on the ladder.
The Basketball team sits in fifth place
currently and needs a win against
Haileybury in a game just prior to the
end of term to gain a top four spot in the
redraw rounds.
The First XI Hockey team had an excellent
start to the year with wins against Wesley,
Xavier and Caulfield. The win against
Caulfield was our first in Firsts competition
since our recommencement in the sport in
2003. However, a narrow loss to Scotch 2
to 3 and Carey 1 to 5 leave us fifth on the
table.

